In 1969, there were less than one hundred firms which were actually using corporate planning models. Two questions emerge when we consider the aforementioned data. Why has the number of corporations employing computer based planning models increased so dramatically? Why corporate planning models?
Lewis Young, Editor-in-Chief of Business Week has suggested that "Corporate planning models and management science are substitutes for good management." On the other hand, one of the advertisers in Business Week, the International Business Machines Corporation, frequently devotes the major portion of its two-page advertisements to only two words --"What if?" In the lower right hand corner of these ads one reads:
Planning will never become an exact science But it can now be less of a venture into the unknown. The Future is a moving target. Computers can improve your aim.
This tutorial is about computer based planning models and how these models can be used to "improve your aim."
The essence of corporate planning is when corporate management is faced with risk and uncertainty. If management knows (1) what its competitors are going to do; (2) what legislation will be passed by Congress or the state legislature; (3) what policies will be enacted by the Federal Reserve Board; (4) what the pricing and supply policies of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) will be; and (5) what the Chinese, Russians, Arabs, and Israelis are going to be doing, then planning is a technical exercise and management need not resort to the use of any computer based planning model to plan its course of action. But rarely is management armed with even partial information about important events of the type described above. It is more likely that management will be confronted with a high degree of risk and uncertainty concerning major external events of this nature.
The rationale underlying the use of computer based planning models is identical to the rationale underlying corporate planning. Corporate planning models cannot predict the future, but they can be used to help management get a handle on risk and uncertainty. Forecasts generated by corporate planning models are no better than the assumptions on which they are based, but corporate planning models can improve management's ability to cope with a wide variety of problems and opportunities whose impact on the company may be fraught with risk and uncertainty.
Below is an outline of the topics covered in this tutorial.
I.
Why 
